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INTRODUCTION

It is now a truism of crop physiology that, during crop evolution and
domestication, yield has been increased mainly by increasing the proportion
of assimilates partitioned to the harvested parts of the plants, and much less
(or not at all) by increasing total biomass production (Evans 1976). Indeed,
it has proved very difficult to find evidence for an increase, during domestication in the maximum light-saturated CO, exchange rate per unit leaf area
of wheat, maize, sorghum, sugar cane, cotton, cowpea and pearl millet
(Gifford & Evans 1981). In all these crops, genetic improvement in yield has
generally been achieved by altering the size of plant parts, developmental
processes, and adaption to the 'agronomic' environment, all resulting in
160
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increasedpartitioning of dry matter to the organs that are harvested(Evans
1975).
The purposeof this review is to consider the opportunities that exist in tree
crops to increase yield by changing the partitioning of dry matter. These
opportunities are sought in part empirically, by reviewing widely scattered
information on dry matter partitioning in trees, and in part by considering
the factors that influence or control assimilatepartitioning. McMurtrie (this
volume) extends our understanding further, by using conceptualmodels to
explore the effects on tree grow.thof changesin assimilatepartitioning. It is
important to consider some aspectsof mineral nutrient, as well as carbon,
partitioning. However, no attempt is madeto cover the extensiveliterature on
source-path-sinkrelationships (seeWarren-Wilson 1972;Wareing & Patrick
1975; Moorby 1977; Thorn ley 1977; Gifford & Evans 1981).
The framework of this review is to consider (a) the relevanceto tree crops
of the notion of 'harvest index', (b) the limited factual information on carbon
budgets of whole treesand forests, (c) root/shoot interactions, (d) the effects
of fruiting on dry matter partitioning, and (e) partitioning between leaves,
branchesand stems.

II.

HARVEST INDEX

The notion of harvest index (H.1.) was devised primarily to assessdry
matter partitioning in annual grain crops, defined as: dry weight of harvested
part/total above-ground dry weight at harvest. Let us consider this concept
with respect to tree crops.

A.

Defining yield

A premise of the H.I. concept, and indeed of this review, is that yield can be
adequatelydefined in terms of dry weight. However, different harvestedparts
can havegreatly different values. The most lucrative aspectsof harvestindex
to explore are often the opportunities to increasethe proportion of dry matter
partitioned to the highest value products. However, it is beyond the scopeof
this review to consider, for instance, factors affecting the relative value of
fruits and fuelwood, or the quality and size distributions of forest tree boles.
A secondaspectof harvest index to explore is the possibility of increasing
the size or number of tree parts that can be removed as yield. The extreme
exampleof this is the multipurpose tree, where even the litterfall might be of
value for soil improvement. A lessextreme example is whole-treeharvesting
in forestry (eg Keays 1971).A further exampleoccursin tea(Camelliasinensis),
where yield consistsof young shootswith 'two-leaves-and-a-bud'.Theseare
the only pans which make good quality beverage.Each shoot is plucked at
the end of a period of slow exponential growth lasting about 35 days. If the
shootswere allowed to grow to !three-leaves-and-a-bud',they would double
their dry weights, and take only a further 7 days to do so (Tanton 1979).
Thus, if tea busheswere selectedin which this third leaf could be used to
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make good quality tea, yield might be substantially increased. There are,
perhaps, other instancesin which H.I. could be increased,not by changing
dry matter partitioning, but by redefining yield.

B.

Harvest index and yield

There is a considerable literature in the agricultural sciencesshowing that
there is a strong associationbetweenH.I. and yield, and it hasbeensuggested
that measurementof H.1, might advanceour understandingof crop performance(cg Singh & Stoskopf 1971; Donald & Hamblin 1976).H owever,CharlesEdwards(1982)warns againstthis suggestion,on two grounds: (a) correlations
between a ratio (H.I.) and a measurementfrom which that ratio is derived
(yield) are 'false' and can be obtained using random numbers, and (b)H.I.
is actually a complex measureof performancewhich integratesphenological,
physiological and environmental factors affecting yield. Thus, genetic improvementsin the yield of cerealsin Britain during the period 1900to 1980
were accompaniedby a large increasein H.I. (Austin et al. 1980), but the
true determinantsof increasedyields were probably a decline in the duration
of the vegetative growth phase, and an increase in the amount of light
intercepted during the grain-filling phase (Charles-Edwards 1982). Thus,
when looking for waysof increasingthe yield of tree crops, we should examine
the whole-plant processesthat determine H.I.; it is not sufficient to say that
yield increaseis associatedwith an increasein H.I.
Finally, we should recognizethat the relationship betweenyield and H. I.
is alwayslikely to be parabolic; that is, therewill be an optimum value beyond
which continued increase in the proportion of assimilatesdevoted to the
yielded part occurs at the expenseof new light-intercepting foliage, new roots,
or essentialstructural parts.

C.

Harvest increment of tree crops

The harvest indices of annual crops are calculatedover their lifetimes, so for
the purposesof comparisonthe sameshould be donefor perennials(eg Fritts &
Hancock 1983).However, in tree crops, we arealsointerestedin the increment
apportioned to a harvested part over a period of years within the lifespan,
which we may call the harvest increment (H.Incr.”. Clearly, the value of
Hiner, will depend on the ageof the trees and span of years chosen.
The Hiner. values of forest trees and most fruit trees are, in fact, quite
high. Thus, Cannell's (1982) 'forest production data set' showsthat the stems
took 40-60% of the current annual above-grounddry matter increment in a
large number of both broadleavedand coniferous standsaround the world
H.hut. = Increment in harvested parUtotalabove-ground increment; where the interval may
be one or several years during the life of the trees.
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FIGURE I. Percentageof the current annual increment in above-grounddry matter
of forest stands taken by: A. stems and branches; including bark, B. stems only,
including bark, and C. reproduCtivestructures (fruits, seeds,etc).
Values were taken from Cannell (1982), using all data sets in which estimateshad
becn made of foliage, branch and stem production. C does not include those stands
that had zero values for reproductive structures. Many studies did not include good
estimatesof tree mortality or woody litterfall. Each histogram gives the number of
stands, the averageage of the stands, and their averagecurrent above-grounddry
matter production.

(Fig. IB).•If branches are included with stems, then the H.Incr. of many

stands are in the range 60-80% (Fig. IA). Furthermore, these values are
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probably under-estimates, becausemany studies failed to give values for
woody litterfall or tree mortality.
The proportion of above-grounddry matter increment taken by the reproductive structures of forest trees is usually lessthan 10%(Fig. IC), although
higher values may be recorded in 'mast' years, heavy coning years, and
perhaps if accurateestimatesof pollen production were made. The H incr.
measuredon young fruit trees ranges from 23% to 75% (Table I). Despite
biennial bearing (which may be related to seed-producedhormones rather
than to shortageof assimilates),mature fruit trees may haveaverageHiner.
values exceeding 60%, which is considered to be near the maximum H.I.
(= H.Incr.)of cereals,which haveto producetiew structural tissueseachyear
(Austin a al. 1980).Carbon allocation modelsfor wild andual speciessuggest
that the maximum reproductive yield is obtained when the switch from
vegetativeto reproductive growth occursat the time when the yegetativemass
is equal to final reproductive yield, that is when Hi. is no more than 50%
(King & Roughgarden1983).Selectedprogeniesof oil palm are ableto sustain
a incr. (bunch index) of about 50% (Corley et al. 1971b; Breure & Corley
1983).
. 'Tea and Hevea rubber have H.Incr. values of Ies than 15% (Table I),
which is one of the main reasonswhy the meanannual yield of thesecrops is
usually only 1 to 3 t ha- 'yr.' of dry matter, comparedwith 5 to 15t ha- 'yrin many tropical timber, fuelwood and•fruit trees.

III.

ANNUAL CARBON BUDGETS

The first step to understanding whole-plant processesthat might influence
the H.Incr. of trees is to examine yield in the context of the total annual
carbon budget. Unfortunately, few completecarbon budgets have beenconstructed for trees, and most of thém suffer 'seriouslimitations (seeJarvis &
Leverenz 1983).However, sufficient information existsto establishthe relative
magnitude of rne different biomass componentsand carbon fluxes, which
form a basis for the ConceptualmodelsOf McMurtrie and Wolf (1983) and
McMurtrie (this volume).
Figure 2 presentstwo carbon budgets for forest trees, in which attempts
were madeto determine all the componentsby measurement.However, there
was considerable uncertainty,about the magnitude of root respiration and
woody litterfall (Agren et al. 1980; Edwards et al. 1981).Also note that the
two stands differed markedly in age, size and site conditions. Two further
budgetsare presentedlater (Fig. 7, for the samestandsas Fig. 2A), but other
published budgets for trees are incomplete, or were balancedby assigninga
remainder to one of the processes(Schulze 1970;Schulzea al. 1977;Kinerson
et al. 1977; Kiia & Yabuki 1978).
In the absenceof other data, Figure 3 presents four of the best current
net-dry-matter-production budgets published for forests (that is, omitting
respiration), in which goodestimatesweremadeof eachcomponent, including
fine root turnover.
The most striking featureof all thesebudgetsis the high proportion of dry
matter allocated to root respiration and fine root turnover. Thus, in Figures
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FIGURE 2. Current annual dry matter budgets of two contrasting forests. Both
budgetswere balancedusingmeasurementsof net photosynthesis,biomassincrements,
respiration, litterfall and fine root turnover.
A. Pinus sylvesnis,14 yearsold, 60°49'N in Sweden, poor sandy iron-podzol (Agren
et al. 1980).
B. Liriodendran tulipifera, broadleaved woodland, up to 50 ycars old, 35°58'N in
Tennessee,deep alluvial silt-loam (Edwards er al. 1981).
Squares: biomass (t ha- I); circles• fluxes (i ha- 'yr-1). Values can be convened to
gC in-2yrby multiplying by 50. The area! Å the squaresand circlesare proportional
to the values, but the scalesdiffer in A and B. The small boxes within the woody
biomasssquaresgive the annual net wood increments(t
Thc budget for B
includes the understorcy canopy, but omits the ground flora, and small lossesfrom
predatorsand herbivores. Note that the percentagedry matter going to foliageis equal
to the litterfall plus the increment in living foliage.

2A and 2B the roots took 62% and 42%, respectively, of the total carbon,
while in Figure 3 they took between 24% and 66% of the current net dry
matter production. These percentagesrepresented2-1 to 16-8t ha-1yr' of
dry matter, often exceedingthe dry matter used each year to produce new
foliage. The second feature to note is that, whereasthe Hiner. values for
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FIG URE 3. Current annual net dry matter productionbudgetsof four foreststands
(excludingrespiration).
A. Tropical rainforest,Venezuela,on infertile leachedlateritic soil (seeCannell 1982,
p. 372). (A fairly completebudget also exists for the Pasohtropical rainforest,
Malaysia;seeCannell 1982,p. 196.)
B. Pkea sitchensis,Scotland,aged 17, peatygley soil (seeCannell 1982,p. 242).
C. Pinta taeda, North Carolina, aged 14, sandy loam (seeCannel] 1982, p. 326,
assuming5.5t hr'yr- ' incrementin dead branches).
D. Mies amabilis,WashingtonState,aged23, sandy,gravellyclay loam (seeCannell
1982,p. 289).
Squares:biomass(t hr '); circles: fluxes(t hr lyr-'). The largebiomassof stemsand
branchesin A (3161 ') is not drawn to scale,but all other biomassand flux values
are representedby squaresor circles on the samescale.Seelegendto Fig. 2.

woody parts in thesestandswere quite high, the net ikrement of woody parts
often representeda small part of the total carbon budget. For instance, the
H.Incr. of woody parts in Figure 2A was 47% [0.551(0-55-1-0-63)], whereas
the annual net increment of woody parts representedonly 16% of the total
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fixed carbon(0.55/3.44).Third, note how very different the allocationpatterns
were in the different stands.We do not know to what extent the *differences
were due to species,standage, management,climate, siteconditions or errors
in measurement.Nevertheless,the magnitude of the differencessuggeststhat
important variation exists, some of which may be exploitable. Finally, note
that the respiratory lossesfrom foliage and fine roots were proportional to
their biomasses,whereas the respiratory lossesfrom woody parts were a
function of their surfaceareas,and so were small relative to their biomasses
(Butler & Landsberg 1981), However, whereas the surface area of woody
parts increaseswith tree size, the biomassand respiratory burden of foliage
and fine roots remain relatively constant after canopy closure (Rauner 1976;
McMurtrie, this volume). This fact meansthat the netdry matter increment
of woody parts representsa decreasingproportion of the total net increment
with increasein the tree size.

IV.

ROOT/SHOOT INTERACTIONS

It is widely believedthat a functional equilibrium exists betweenthe sizeand
activity of the shoots (which fix carbon) and the size and activity of the fine
roots(which takeup nutrients and water). In a constantenvironmentfavouring
continuous growth, the ratio of root/shoot relative growth rates tends to be
constant. The root/shoot equilibrium tends to be adaptive; in particular,
assimilatesare used preferentially by the shootsif conditions limit photosynthesis, and preferentially by the roots if conditions limit nutrient or water
uptake.
The root/shoot equilibrium is virtually the only aspectof partitioning in
plants that has been modelled non-empirically. In almost all the major plant
and crop growth models (ELCROS, SIMCOT, GOSSYM, SIMAIZ, etc)
carbon partitioning hasbeensimulated by assuminga specifiedallometry, by
predefining patternsof partitioning, or by pre-assigningpriorities to different
sinks (Hesketh & Jones 1976; Loomis et al. 1979; Penning de Vries & Laar
1982):
Here, I shall briefly consider the predictions of different approachesto
modelling root/shoot interactions, and then describe the observedeffects on
root/shootpartitioning of someenvironmental,management
andplantfactors.

A.

Root/shoot models

There havebeenbasicallythree apprqachesto modelling root/shootassimilate
partitioning: (a) the 'whole-plant view' proposed by Davidson (1969) and
extended by Thornley (1977) and Charles-Edwards(1976, 1981, 1982), (b)
the 'resistance-utilization' approach of Thornley (1977), and (c) a 'storagepool' model proposed by Reynolds and Thornley (1982). All of them are
relevant to trees if we redefine roots as only the fine roots, and shootsas the
foliage.
The whole-plant view is basedon the relationship:

11. Dry matter partitioning
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WRGR(f.= Wsaslf,
(I)
where WR is the root mass, Ws is the shoot mass,aRis the specificactivity of
the roots (cg the rate of nitrogen uptake per unit root mass),as is the specific
activity of the shoots(normally the rate of carbon assimilation per unit shoot
mass),f0,is the nutrient composition of an increment of new plant dry matter
(eg percentagenitrogen), andf, is its carbon composition. The root/shootratio
Was = føraslfeaR
and the proportion partitioned to roots becomes:
root fraction = finc.s/(fraR
+has)
(2)
Equation (2) statesthat the proportion of new plant dry matter partitioned
to roots will decreaseif (a) the root specific activity, OR, increases(eg with
improved nutrition, seebelow), (b) the nutrient compositionof new plant dry
matter,f„„ decreases(eg with increasedpartitioning to wood, seebelow), and
(c) the rate of carbon assimilation by the shoots,as, decreases(eg as a result
of shading) (see Fig. 4A).
The balanced 'resistance-utilization' model of Thornley (1977) makesthe
assumptionsthat (a) carbon, C, and nitrogen, N, are transported passively,
at ratesdependentupon conentration gradientsdivided by resistancesin the
pathway, and (b) the rates at which C and N are utilized by the shootsand
roots depend upon their massesand the concentrationsof C and N in the
substrate (Fig. 4B). This model predicts similar changesin partitioning to
thoseexpressedin Figure 4A, resulting from changesin substrateC/N ratio.
Under steady-stateconditions, the relative growth rates of shootsand roots
are in constant ratio to each other, and if the root/shoot ratio is perturbed,
this brings about changesin C and N substrateconcentrationsthat lead to a
return to steady-stateconditions (Fig. 4B).
The 'storage-pool'model proposedby Reynolds and Thornley (1982)does
not invoke assimilatetransport resistances,which cannot easily be measured,
but instead supposesthat there are two storagepools, one for C and one for
N (Fig. 4C). The model is a further advance,in that it allows suboptimaland
optimal partitioning strategiesto be compared, assuming that an optimal
strategy is one giving the greatest plant relative growth rate. The model
suggeststhat, when an is low (in nutrient-poor conditions), the root/shoot
ratio will be lower with an optimal strategy than with a fixed or suboptimal
strategy, but the situation will be reversed when aR is high. Trees, which
must endure a range of environments, may not adopt optimal partitioning
strategiesin their native environments. They may, for instance,partition less
to foliage and more to roots than would be neededto maximize their relative
growth rates, and hence to perform well as crop plants (see Bowen, this
volume).

B. Effects of nutrition
There are numerous papers,on woody and herbaceousspecies,showing that
high levels of nutrient supply increaseshoot growth relative to root growth
(Ledig 1983lists 24 papers):A few papersgive sufficient information to allow
estimatesto be made of specific root activity in relation to nutrient supply,
elemental composition and root/shoot partitioning. Two examplesare given
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FIGURE 4. Models of root/shoot interactions in plants, and their predictions.
A. Whole-plant view of Davidson (1469), modified by Thornley (1977) and CharlesEdwards (1982).
B. Resistance-utilizationmodel (balancedvers'on) of Thornley (1977).
C. Storage-poolmodel of Reynolds and Thornley (1982).

in Figure 5. In both instances,specificroot activity (aR), percentageN content
of the tissues,and partitioning to shootsincreasedwith increasein N supply.
Also, the form of the relationships between aR and the proportion of dry
matter partitioned to roots and shootswassimilar to that expressedin equation
(2) (Fig. 4A). Furthermore, Ingestad'sexperimentsshowed that birch seedlings adaptedrapidly to changesin rate of N supply so that tissue concentrations of N and growth rates were balanced in the manner predicted by
Thornley's models.Also, it should be notedthat increasedN supply increased
the proportion of dry matter partitioned to stems(Fig. 5B).
In the past, explanationsfor increasedabove-grounddry matter production
in trees in responseto improved nutrition havebeen sought mainly in terms
of increasedfoliage biomassand/or photosyntheticrates.But, bearingin mind
the high carbon cost of fine roots, more researchersare realizing that greater
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FIGURE 5. Effectsof differencesin N level or supply rate on the specificroot activity,
the percentageN in plant dry matter, and the proportion of dry matter in plant parts.
A. Loliummuluflonangrown in sandculture with different nominal levelsof N provided
in watering solutions (Charles-Edwards1982).
B. Betula verrucosaseedlings grown with their roots in a nutrient mist, supplying
N at different rates according to demand for 80 days, maintaining constant N
concentrationsin the tissues(Ingested & Lund 1979; Ingested 1979).

weight must be given to the effect of improved nutrition on root/shoot

partitioning (Linder & Rook 1984).
Maggs (1961) showed that N nutrition of young pot-grown apple trees
increasedthe total annual dry matter production per tree by only 1.3%, but
it altered root/shoot partitioning so as to increaseabove-grounddry matter
production by 5.9% (Fig. 6A). More dramatically, Keyes and Grier (1981),
working on 40-year-old standsof Pseudotsugamenziesiiin Washington State,
showed that trees growing in a fertile soil produced only about 17% more
total dry matter per hectareper year than similar treesgrowing in an infertile
soil, but the former were producing about 88% more dry matter aboveground, largely owing to decreasedfine root turnover (Fig. 6B).
However, the best data on the effectsof improved nutrition on assimilate
partitioning in trees were reported by Linder and Axelsson (1982), who
supplied a complete nutrient solution, daily from mid-May to mid-September
for six years, to plots of the Pinus sylvestristrees illustrated in Figure 2A.
Figure 7 shows the measuredannual carbon budget of the trees at age 20
comparedwith untreated controls. The treated treeswere over twice as large
in dry biomassas the untreated trees,and were fixing over twice asmuch dry
matter per year (22.24 comparedwith 11.60t ha-'yr-', with leaf area index
3.0 comparedwith 1.4). Most importantly, the treated trees partitioned only
about 31% of their assimilatesto roots, comparedwith 59% in the untreated
in both cases.Fine
trees—representinga similar dry weight of 6.9 t
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FIGURE 6. Effects of nutrition on the annual production and distribution of dry
matter in. trees.
A. Two-year-old apple trees grown in pots outside at East Malting, Kent, England,
in a low-N compost; the high-N treatmentreceived2g tree-I of ammonium nitrate
every two weeks during the growing season(Maggs 1961).
B Forty-year-old standsof l'seudotsuga
in Washington State,USA, growing
rnenziesii
either in infertile loam-sand,low in N, and with a low basesaturation, or in fertile
colluvial soil, with 33% basesaturation(Keyes& Grier 1981).Fine root increments
were estimated by soil corc sampling and root observationsthrough underground
windows.

root turnover, derived as the residual term neededto balancethe budgets,
wasonly 2-48t ha-lyr on the treatedtreescomparedwith 4-00t ha-1yr-1 on
the untreated trees. In consequence,improved nutrition greatly increased
partitioning to foliage (from 12% to 20%) and to wood (28% to 49%) and
increasedthe proportion of assimilatesused in stemgrowth from 8% to.14%.
If we look again at the dry matter increment budgets for the three conifer
plantations given in Figure 3B, C and D, we find that the stands that
produced most above-groundand total dry matter (B = 35-2t
1, C =
30-6t ha-1yr', I) = 18-0t ha-1yr-') also partitioned least to roots (B = 24%,
C = 42%, D = 66%). It is tempting to suggestthat one of the factors involved
was a difference in soil fertility, although differences also existed in age,
speciesand water relations.
In conclusion, there is growing evidencethat decreasedpartitioning to fine
roots is one of the most important mechanismsby which improved nutrition
increasesabove-grounddry matter production. This fact could not havebeen
appreciatedin tree nutrition studiesthat did not include estimatesof fine root
turnover (eg Brix & Ebell 1969; Miller & Miller 1976).

C. Effects of water stressand shade
Root/shoot models predict that a drought-induced decreasein root-specific
activity with respect to water uptake would increaseroot relative to shoot
growth. Gales (1979) found 19 papers which reported this predicted effect,
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FIGURE 7.

and nine which did not. It appeared that, where levels of soil nutrients were
low (especially P), drought could exacerbate nutrient deficiency as well as
induce water stress, and the net effect was increased or unchanga root/shoot
relative growth rates. However, when P levels were high, water stress generally
increased the root/shoot ratio, and indeed it is often recommended practice
to withhold irrigation to promote deep rooting when establishing tropical trees
in drought-prone areas. Conversely, if irrigation can be maintained throughout
the year, this may decrease the carbon demand of the roots, and, like nutrition,
increase above-ground dry matter production (Evans 1980).
Numerous shading experiments have shown that the resulting decrease in
shoot-specific activity (net photosynthetic rate) is accompanied by greater
partitioning to the shoots (sce Ledig 1983). Where this effect has not been
found, the results can often be explained by confounding with nutrient levels,
water stress or ontogenetic drifts in root/shoot relative growth rates. Increased
shoot growth in shade argues in favour of growing shoot- or leaf-yielding
plants such as forage crops, spinach or tea in the understorey of agroforests
(Cannell 1983). One may also speculate that high levels of solar radiation and
seasonal droughts in the tropics would favour higher root/shoot relative growth
rates than in temperate regions. Cripps (1971) noted that the root/shoot ratios
of young apple trees in Western Australia were about 1: I , whereas similar
trees in England had root/shoot ratios of about 1:2. He suggested that this
was why reduced shoot growth and early cropping occurred naturally in
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Western Australia, but has to be induced by using dwarfing rootstocks or
chemicals in England.

D.

Effects of pruning

Shoot pruning temporarily checks root growth, whileroot pruning temporarily
checks shoot growth. As would be predicted using Thorn ley's models, the
more is pruned off, the greater is the check in growth, and the longer it takes
for the plants to recover the root/shoot relationship that existed before pruning
(beans, Brouwer 1962; apple, Maggs 1965; orange, Alexander & Maggs 1971;
peach, Richards & Rowe 1977). Thus, shoot pruning is a means of promoting
new shoot growth (eg when stimulating a 'pruning response'), and root
pruning is a means of promoting new root growth (eg when undercutting
nursery seedlings).

E.

Seasonal and plant factors

In trees, the functional balance between roots and shoots is normally perturbed
by changes in the environment, and by periodicity in the activity of the shoot
mcristems. In temperate regions, assimilates are usually used preferentially
by the shoots during elongation or 'flushing' in spring or early summer, and
preferentially by the roots in autumn (Fig. 8A; Cannel! & Willett 1976;
McLaughlin et al. 1979; Isebrands & Nelson 1983). Work on conifer seedlings
showed that, over a succession of seasons, the root/shoot relationship remained
in balance, but within any season the trees developed a relatively high root/
shoot ratio in the autumn, which was restored to equilibrium when shoot
elongation occurred the following spring (Cannell & Willett 1976). Furthermore, the shorter the period of shoot elongation, the greater the root/shoot
ratio each autumn (Fig. 8A comparing Oregon and Alaskan provenances). In
tropical regions, we would expect assimilates to be used preferentially by the
shoots during periods of rapid shoot growth at the start of (or during) each
rainy season, and preferentially by the roots during dry and/or cool seasons,
as is roughly the case for coffee in Kenya (Fig. 8B). There are, of course,
numerous variations on the two partitioning patterns shown in Figure 8, and
neither describes the movement of storage carbohydrates.
Tree shoot growth is often intermittent, even in constant environments. In
seedlings of temperate-zone pines and oaks, intermittent shoot growth is often
paralleled by equal and opposite fluctuations in root growth (eg pines, Drew &
Ledig 1980; Drew 1982; oaks, Reich et al.'1980). Similar fluctuations may
also occur in tropical trees with periodic shoot growth. Alternatively, Borchert
(1973, 1976) suggested that root growth may be constant, but that rapid shoot
growth periodically outstrips the ability of the roots to supply the shoots with
water, thereby inducing water stress, checking leaf expansion, and producing
intermittent shoot elongation.
Whatever the mechanism, endogenously or environmentally induced perturbations in rooUshoot relationships seem eventually to be restored by
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8. Seasonal changes in the distribution of dry matter in trees.
A. Picea sitchensisseedlings of Denmark, Oregon (42°51'N) and Cordova, Alaska
(60°30'N) provenance, during their second year, growing in pots in a nursery at
Bush,.Midlothian, Scotland (Cannell & Willett 1976; from their Fig. 3),
B. Col/ea arabica trees, during their fourth year, growing in deep loam at Ruiru,
Kenya. The leaf fraction includes flower buds, but there were no fruits because the
trees were dcblossomed (Cannell 1971). Note that this figure shows the distribution
of increment, whereas A shows the distribution of biomass.

FIGURE

feedback mechanisms as predicted in root/shoot models. When examining
root/shoot ratios in trees, it is important to distinguish the long-term equilibrium from the short-term fluctuations (Cannell & Willett 1976).
To complete this account, attention should be drawn to the genetic differences in root/shoot balance that exist between and within tree species. Ledig
(1983) suggested that species of early seral stages have smaller rdot/shoot
relative growth rates than those from later sera! stages. There has also been
debate about the optimal root/shoot investment strategy of trees and other
plants in xeric and mcsic habits with regard to survival, growth and the carbon
cost of constructing and maintaining mesophytic and xerophytic leaves (see
Orians & Solbrig 1977; Mooney et al. 1978). Clearly, within-species variation
in root/shoot relationships may offer important opportunities for genetic
advance in yield.

V.
A.

FRUITING

Fruits and seeds as priority sinks

Whereas the growth rates of roots and shoots may fluctuate with time, and
may often be below their potential rates, the growth rates of seeds tend to be
constant during the period of endosperm filling (eg cereals, Biscoe & Gallagher
1977; Maninez-Carrasco & Thorne 1979; coffee, Cannell 1974). Within limits,
the final weights of seeds (beans, grains and nuts) are often inherently fixed,
and are less variable than other components of seed or fruit yield (Harper
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1977). Seedsmay therefore he described as 'priority sinks', or as having a
large 'sink strength' or 'mobilizing ability' (Wareing & Patrick 1975).More
exactly, they seemto be able to generateand maintain steepgradientsin sievetube assimilateconcentrationsor pressurepotentialssoasto promoteassimilate
flow from distant leaf sources(Gifford & Evans 1981;Thorpe et al. 1983).In
this sense,the fleshy parts of fruits are lesscompetitive sinks, becausetheir
growth rates and final sizes are more affected whcn, for instance,there is a
decreasein leaUfruit ratio (eg coffee, Cannell 1974;apple, Heim et al. 1979).
Seededfruits can draw assimilatesfrom leavesat leastone metre away, so it
is possible to manipulate treesso that the fruits are to someextent physically
separatedfrom the foliage (Parry 1974; Hansen 1977). We may expect that
fruits of different speciesdiffer in 'sink strength', dependingupon the numbers
and sizes of the seedsthey contain, and perhaps on the numbers of cells
developedduring their early stagesof growth. Golden DeliCiousapplesseem
to be weaker sinks than Graastenapples, in that their growth ratesare lower
at a given leaf/fruit ratio, and they are less able to attract assimilatesfrom
distant leaves(Hansen 1977).
The total assimilatedemand per tree of the seedsand fruits dependson
their number. Most mature trees are capableof producing more flowers, in
someyears, than they can sustainto fruit maturity. Their strategyis to adjust
fruit numbers to match assimilateand nutrient resourcesby flower or fruit
abortion. June drop of apples in Europe has counterparts in cherellewilt of
cacao, abortion of button coconuts, and citrus and coffee fruit drop two to
four months after anthesis.Young fruits often seem,at somestage,to be wcak
sinkscompared with the shoot tips, especially whcn there is environmental
stress(eg Quinlan & Preston 1971). Lloyd (1980) suggestedthat the optimal
strategy to produce full-sized fruits and seedswas to initiate the maximum
number of flowers that could be supported; then, if future resobrceswere
Certainto be limiting, abortion would occur early, whereasif resources.were
lesscertain to be limiting, or if there wasa high risk that fruits would be lost
later on from pests, pathogensor predators, abortion would be delayed In
Arabica coffee, fruit drop rarely occurs after the stage of fruit expansion
(before endospermfilling) possibly because,in its native shady habitat, coffee
initiates relatively few flowers, so that it is likely that all can be sustainedto
produce full-sized seeds(Cannell 1974).By contrast, mangocan drop its fruits
at any time during their development, possibly becausesuch large fruits are
likely to be attacked at any stageby pests, pathogensor predators. It might
be arguedthat, when fruit or nut treesare brought into cultivation, we increase
the certainty of resourcesbeing adequateto sustain fruit and seedgrowth,
and so we need to decreasethe trees' susceptibility to flower or fruit abortion.
Conversely, if the trees-bearirregularly in nature, and we managethem to
bear fruits every year, some propensity for flower or fruit abortion might be
desirable.
Oil palm is an interesting specialcase,in which the single, large vegetative
apex seemsto take precedenceover the fruit bunches for carbohydratesand
nutrients. Defoliation decreasesfruit production by increasing abortion of
young inflorescencesor by restricting fruit growth, but it rarely decreasesthe
growth rate of the vegetativegrowing points (Corley 1973).
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So far, I have assumedthat carbon is the resourcelimiting fruit and seed
growth, but very often it is a mineral element (Harper 1977;Thompson &
Stewart 1981; Swank et al. 1982). The mineral content of seedsis four to
seventimes greater than that of wood. In Arabica coffeein Kenya, the flower
buds alone took nearly 40% of the total P uptake of the trees during a dry
seasonand, during an 87-day period, the fruits on heavily fruiting treestook
89%, 95%, 98% and 99% of the total tree uptake of Mg, K, N and P,
respectively,comparedwith 72% of the dry matter (Cannell 1971;Cannell &
Kimeu 1971).

B. Effects of fruits on partitioning
In forest trees, it might be argued that fruiting has little effect on vegetative
growth because(a) the reproductive parts representa relatively small proportion of the total above-grounddry matter increment (Fig. IC); (b) greenfruits
photosynthesizeand refix respiratory CO2, and (c) fruiting often enhances
leaf photosynthesis. However, there is ample evidence that cone and seed
production can reduce wood and/or foliige production (conifers, Danilow
1953; Eis et al. 1965; broadleaves,Harper 1977;Tuomi et al. 1982).
The production of 75 cones tree- lyr7' on the 14-year-oldPinus sylvestris
treesillustrated in Figure 2A would represent6% of the annualphotosynthetic
production (Linder & Troeng 1981). In 120-year-oldP. sylvestrisstands in
Sweden, cone production of 0.21 t ha- 'yr-' dry weight, with an additional
estimatedrespiratory cost equal to 50% of the conedry weight, wasestimated
to represent 10-15% of the carbon cost of stemwoodproduction (Linder &
Troeng 1981).Earlier, Fielding (1960)reacheda similar conclusionfor Pinus
radiata in Australia, but ignoring respiratory costs; over a 40-year rotation,
treesproduced about 1.1t ha- lyr- of conesand pollen, which wasequivalent
to about 3-0m3ha-lyr-3 of stemwood,or 16%of the meanannual increment
on medium-quality sites. In both the P. sylvestrisand P. radiata studies, the
mineral nutrient cost of cone production might well havebeen40-50% of the
mineral cost of stemwoodproduction (Matthews 1963).
Clearly, the carbon and mineral costs of fruiting will not be solely at the
expenseof wood production, but, even so, selection for non-fruiting forest
trees could enhancestemwood production by severalper cent. Conversely,
inadvertent selectionby tree breedersfor enhancedfruiting at maturity might
cancelout a significant proportion of the geneticgain observedwithin juvenile
progeny tests.
In dioecious species(eg Populusspp. and Fraxinus excelsior),it has been
suggestedthat niale trees grow faster than females, becausethey carry a
smaller reproductive burden (Matthews 1963;Harper 1977),and this is often
the caseif the femaleshavea consistently large percentagefruit set (Grant &
Mitton 1979). However, in other cases,the males may grow slower than
the females, because the expenditure on male reproductive structures is
concentrated in the spring and so reduces or delays foliage development
(Gross & Soule 1981).
In fruit trees, the heavy demandsof the fruits greatly distort the pattern of
carbon partitioning amongvegetativepans, including the root/shootbalance.
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FIGURE 9. Partitioning of dry matter in fruit trees.
A. Apple (Golden Delicious), 3-4 years old, growing in pots in England and France
(Heim et al. 1979).
B.-Peach (Golden Queen), 4-15 years old, growing in Australia (Chalmers & Endc
1975).
C: CitrUS madurcasis (lxnz 1979).
D. Coffea arabica, 4 years old, growing in Kenya (Cannel! 1971.):

Studies on apple, peach and coffee have all shown that root growth suffers
most (Fig. 9, also Maggs 1963; Avery 1970; Hansen 1971a). In England,
relatively light crops of fruits greatly reduce new root growth on apple trees
during July to October (I kad 1969). The explanation usually given is that
the roots are furthest from the leaves, and that over such long distances there
is a path resistance to assimilate movement (Heim et al. 1979), although the
resistance to assimilate flow in both angiosperm and gymnosperm phloem is
very low (Watson 1980). An alternative explanation is that the root apices are
inherently 'weak' sinks compared with the shoot apices, but there is no
evidence for this in the vegetative plant (Warren-Wilson 1972). Stem and
branch growth is less restricted by fruiting than root growth, and, in apple
and peach, the proportion of the total dry matter increment taken by leaves
is relatively constant, irrespective of fruiting level (Fig. 9). Fruiting, therefore,
reveals an order of priority among the carbon sinks which may be expressed
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as differences in their growth rates at different leaf/fruit ratios; the order
is usually seeds>fleshy fruit pans = shoot apices and leaves>cambium>
roots>storage. If true, this will alsobe the sequencein which vegetativeparts
arc first affectedby fruiting; that is, assimilateswill be withdrawn from storage
first, then withheld from roots, and so on.
If fruiting greatly decreasesthe massof fine roots, WR, relative to the foliage
mass, Ws, and equation (2) is to hold, then there must be a corresponding
increasein specific root activity, oR,or a decreasein plant elementalcomposition,j, (There is ample evidencethat asdoesnot decrease.)Studieson apple
(Hansen 1971a,b), coffee(Cannell & Kimeu 1971),and tomato (Richards et
al. 1979) have shown that, at moderatefruiting levels, the main change in
Rate of uptake of nutrients per unit of root dry weight (mg rharvest
interval-1) in 4-year-old Golden Delicious apple and Arabica coffee trees, expressed
as a percentageof that in non-fruiting trees

TABLE lI

' Derived from Hansen(197Ia and b), for the period of one year, assumingthe fruiting
and non-fruiting trees had an averageof 1,000g and 350g roots tree' respectively
during the year. The fruits took 53% of the total dry matter increment. The trees
were grown in containersoutdoors in Denmark.
2 From Canna (1971) and Cannell and Kimeu (1974) for an 82-day period. Root
weight included only those roots <1 mm diameter. The fruits took 29% of the total
dry weight increment. The trees were growing in a plantation in Kenya.
3 As for 2, for an 87-day period during which the fruits took 72% of the total dry
matter increment.

equation (2) is a large increasein oR(Table II). In tomato, the overall plant
fm, including fruits, remains relatively constant, while in apple and coffee,
fruiting treescan havehigher concentrationsof somenutrients (eg Ca) in their
leaves than non-fruiting trees (Hansen 197lb; Cannell & Kimeu 1971).
However, at very high fruiting levels, ciRvaluesin coffeecan fall below those
in non-fruiting trees (Table II), associatedwith almost zero root growth and
'dieback' of the shoots. Thus, 'overbearingdieback' may be due more to the
high demand of the fruits for mineral nutrients, combined with the distance
of the roots from assimilatesources,rather than to direct diversion of assimilates from shoots to fruits.

VI.

ABOVE-GROUND VEGETATIVE PARTS
A.

Effect of harvesting vegetative parts

Whereas the removal of fruits from trees increases
vegetativegrowth and the
potential to produce future fruit yield, the removal of vegetativeparts suchas
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foliage, fuelwood or extractivesdecreases
vegetativegrowth and the potential
to produce future vegetativeyield. Thus, in tea, the plucking of young shoots,
representingonly 8.3% of the total annual dry matter production, decreased
total dry matter production by 35-7%, compared with unplucked bushes
(Fig. WA). And, in rubber, the removal of latex, representingonly 7.2% of
the total annual dry matter production above-ground, decreasedtotal dry
matter production by 29.6%, comparedwith untappedtrees(Fig. 10B).Thus,
the energy cost of vegetativeyield is much greater (about 4 times) than the
energy content of the parts that arc harvested.
A. Tea

B. Rubber

FIGURE 10. Effect of removing vegetativeyield on the current annual production
and distribution of dry matter in trees(I ha-1yr'). Marginal numbersare percentages.
A. Tea, plucked and unplucked knishesin Kenya (Magimbo
Cannell 1981).
B. I etea rubber, tappedand untappedtreesin Malaysia,meansof six clones(Templeton 1969).

Simmonds (1982) suggestedthat high-yielding rubber clones might be
selectedby looking for clonal differencesin the inverse relationship between
the amount .of latex removed and the decrement in total tree dry matter
production (see Raven, this volume). Templeton (1969) had earlier shown
that the removal of latex from rubber had less effect on total dry matter
production in someclones than others. A similar approachcould be adopted
in the selectionof high-yielding fodder and fuelwood trees.

B.

Partitioning between wood and foliage

In Figure l A, it was shown that the proportion of the above-ground dry
matter increment allocated to wood, as opposed to foliage, varied greatly
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among forest stands. Some of this variation will be due to environmental,
managementand exploitable geneticvariation, although, as discussedbelow,
we know surprisingly little about how these factors influence wood/foliage
partitioning.
Wood/foliage partitioning is important, partly becauseit influences wood
yield, but alsobecauseit influencesthe parametersin equation(2). New woody
tissueshavea lower nutrient content than foliage, so increasedpartitioning to
wood decreasesthe averagenutrient content of new dry matter increment(f.
This decreasednutrient demand should lessenthe proportion of assimilates
taken by roots (Fig. SA), and increasethe amount of new dry matter that can
be produced per unit of nutrient.
Let us consider some of the factors that might influence wood/foliage
partitioning.
I.

Variation with latitude

Jordan (1971) postulated that trees adapted to low light intensities at high
latitudes might devote more carbon to structural tissues,and less to foliage,
than trees adapted to more equatorial conditions. He reasonedthat, at low
light intensities, there would be a greater selective pressure to produce
stemwood, in order to overtop competitors, than at high light intensities. In
support of this contention, he reported a decreasein the ratio of annual wood
production to annual litterfall with increasein total possible incident solar
radiation during the growing season,using data for 26 forest standsspanning
cold temperate to tropical regions. In other words, proportionately more
carbon was allocated to wood at high latitudes. This was not clearly the case
among the 28 forest standsstudied in the International Biological Programme
(O'Neill & DeAngelis 1981), but the 204 broadleavedforest stands in the
'forest production data set' (Fig. 1; Cannell 1982) showed a significant,
although wcak, positive relationship betweenthe percentageof the current
above-grounddry matter increment allocatedto wood and latitude (r = 0.28).
No such relationship existed for the 303 conifer stands, becauseno values
existed for stands at latitudes less than 31°N or S.
2. Relationship with 'vigour'
Severalauthors have suggestedthat the cambium has a lesser priority for
assimilatesthan the fine roots or foliage, so that the proportion of carbon
allocatedto wood might increasewith increasein net photosynthesisor total
net dry matter production per tree or per hectare(eg Gordon & Larson 1968;
Rangnekar& Forward 1973;Waring et al. 1980).In support of this argument,
the 'forest production data set' revealeda significant trend towards greater
allocation to wood with increasein total dry matter production, accounting
for 14%and 18%of the variation in percentageallocation to wood among the
204 broadleaved and 303 coniferous stands, respectively (Fig. 11). The
IBP woodland data set revealed a similar trend, expressedby O'Neill and
DeAngelis (1981) as an increasein current annual wood increment per unit
of annual litterfall with increasein total above-grounddry matter production.
Among the studies in the 'forest production data set' there were four in
which current net dry matter production had been estimatedfor comparable
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FIGURE 11,
Percentageof the current annual dry matter increment above-ground
taken by the woody parts (stems and branches, and including cones and fruits) in
stands of conifers and broadleavedforest trees, as a function of their total current
annual above-ground dry matter production.
Data are for forest standsof all types, ages,planting densities, etc, at various sites
throughout the world, from Cannell (1982), as in Fig. IA. Outlying values in the
bottom-right of the graphs probably indicate failure to fully accountfor woody litterfall
and/or tree mortality.

-forestsgrowing on neighbouring infertile and fertile sites. In all four studies,
a smaller proportion of the above-grounddry matter increment wasallocated
to wood on infertile sites than on fertile sites, but only by a few per cent
(Table III, averagedifference 5-5%;seealso Satoo& Madgwick 1982, their
p. 106).No consistentdifference in wood/foliagepartitioning existed between
stands with and without fertilizers (Table Ill). The Swedish experiment,
illustrated in Figure 7, on the effectsof applying a nutrient solution to mature
Pinussylvestris,showedonly a small effecton wood/foliagepartitioning. Thus,
on untreated trees, the 4-74t
yr-' (3-28+ F46)• of above-ground dry
matter increment waspartitioned 30-8%to foliagearid 69-2%to wood, whereas
in treatedtreesthe 15.32t
' yr ' (10.92+4.40)
of above-grounddry matter
increment was partitioned 28-7% to foliage and 71-3% to wood (Fig. 7; see
alsoWaring 1983;Linder & Rook 1984).Further support for slightly increased
partitioning to wood with increasein nutrient supply comesfrom Ingestad's
studies on Betula verracosaseedlingsillustrated in Figure 5B. However, the
abuhdahtevidendethat fertilization increasesring widths, wood production
and wood production Per unit leaf area does not, of itself, provide any
information on wood/foliage partitioning (cf Waring 1980).
Overall, the evidence strongly supports the conclusions that foliage and
woed production are closely coupled, and that any effectsof fertilization on
increasing wood/foliage Partitioning are much lessimportant than its effects
on increasing shoot/root partitioning.
3. Effect of tree age and size
Within the `forest production data set', stand ageaccountedfor only 6% and
3% of the variation in percentageof current net above-grounddry matter
increment partitioned to wood in broadleavedand coniferous forest stands,
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respectively. Closer examination of particular studies showed that partitioning
to wood was usually constant, or declined, with age after canopy closure, but
in some studies there was an increase in partitioning to wood during the years
before canopy closure (Fig. 12). It is tempting to conclude that, in young
trees, the proportion of dry matter taken by the cambium is limited by the
size of the cambial sink. If this is so, then the greatest H.Incr. of wood will
be obtained when the trees are allowed to grow moderately tall. There is some
suggestion of this in the literature on mini-rotation forestry (Cannell & Smith
1980; Heilman & Peabody 1981). Conversely, the greatest H incr. of foliage
will be obtained when the trees are kept small, by pruning or coppicing, and
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12. Age trends in the percentage di tribution of annual above-ground dry
matter increment in coniferous forest stands (including litterfall). F = foliage;
B = branches and cones; S = stems.
I. Pinta densiftora,Japan (quoted by Satoo & Madgwick 1982),
2. Pinus rykestris, England (Ovington 1957).
3. Oypwmena japonica, Japan, Obi, at wide spacings (435 trees hr at age 45) (Ando
et a). 1968, see Cannell 1982).
4. As above, at close spacings (1,557 trees hr' at age 45).
5. Pseudotsugamentiesii, Washington, USA; averages have been taken of duplicate
estimates for ages 30 and 42 years (Turner & Long 1975).
6. Pinus radiata. (a) Closely planted in New Zealand (Madgwick 1981); (b) New
Zealand (Madgwick et al. 1977); (c) Australia (Forrest & Ovington 1970).
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there is some evidence for this in the study on plucked and unplucked tea
bushes(Fig. WA).
However, in most forests, the size of the cambial sink, expressedas stem
surfacearea, cannot be said to be limiting wood production, or partitioning
to wood, for most of the rotation. This fact is self-evidentwhen one realizes
that the annual activity of the cambium, in terms of wood volume produced
per unit surfaceareaof cambium, is manifestly equal to the width of an annual
ring (Duff & Nolan 1957), and, as forests increasein size beyond canopy
closure,stemsurfacearea(cambial sink size)increases,while meanring width
(cambial sink activity) decreases.At their maximum, mean ring widths in
unthinned standsare below their potential value, as shown by the increasein
ring width when forestsare thinned. Even in thinned forests,which may have
an almost constant stem surface area, there is a decreasein mean ring width
with increasein tree size.
4.

Otherfactors

Many factorsaffect cambial activity, asexpressedin meanannual ring widths
and variation in ring widths along tree boles, but, on this evidencealone, it
cannotbe saidthat thesefactorsaffect dry matter partitioning. Thus, improved
nutrition greatly increasesring widths, but, aswe haveseen,it may haveonly
a small effect on wood/foliagepartitioning. Similarly, thinning increasesring
widths, but this increaseoccurs overwhelmingly becausethe total dry matter
partitioned to wood within the stand is spreadover a smaller cambial surface
area, without necessarilyany change in assimilate partitioning. This point
may be illustrated by plotting mean ring widths againsttotal cambial surface
areafor standssubjectedto different degreesof thinning. There is invariably
a strong inverse relationship, and, when one considersthat there are accompanying changesin stem/branchratio and meanwood density, it is impossible
to conclude from any non-linearity in the relationship that thinning has any
effect on wood/foliage partitioning (Hamilton 1976).
Mitchell (1975) was able to model the volume growth of thinned and
unthinned forest standson the assumptionthat the total wood increment of
eachtree wasa simple function of its foliar volume. Furthermore, changesin
ring width and stem basalareacould be simulated on the assumptionthat the
annual wood increment was disposed along each bole so as to maintain a
constantcross-sectionalarea increment from the baseof the crown to ground
level (Pressler's Law, Larson 1963). Inevitably, ring widths decreased(a)
from the baseof the crown to ground level, with increasein bolecircumference,
(b) with increasein tree size, and (c) with decreasein crown size, as shown
in other studies(Larson 1963;Denne 1979).In other words, variation in ring
widths (cambial activity) results from geometrical factors and differencesin
assimilatesupply, and against this background it is difficult to detect effects
of managementor the environment on the 'sink-strength' of the cambium
itself.
Mechanical stress,in the form of bending, wind sway or stem rubbing, is
known to stimulate cambial activity, and these treatments can alter the
disposition of cambial activity around the bole, and can increasethe ratio of
radial/height growth. Severalstudies have shown that total plant dry matter
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production is decreased,but there seemsto be no quantitative evidencefor a
change in dry matter partitioning (Jacobs 1954; Larson 1965; Jaffe 1976;
Mitchell et al. 1977; Rees& Grace 1980; and seePressmanet al. 1983).

C. Partitioning betweenstemsand branches
Numerous estimateshavebeen made of the proportion of stemsto branches
in the standing woody biomassof forests, but relatively few estimateshave
been madeof the distribution of current net dry matter increment, much less
of the allocation of carbon, betweenstems and branches.Within the 'foresi
production data set', there wereonly 44 broadleavedand 47 coniferousstands
in which reasonableestimateshad beenmadeof branchincrementsandwoody
litterfall from stems and branches. Whereas the stemsformed, on average,
about 79% of the above-ground woody biomass, they took only 57% and
68% of the current above-groundwoody increment in the broadleavedand
TABLE IV.
Distribution of (a) above-groundwoody increment and (b) above-ground
standing woody biomass.in broadleavedand coniferous forest stands

44 broadleaved
foreits
(%± SD)

47 coniferous
forests
(%± SD)

!guns of all standsin Cannell (1982) for which estimatesexisted for woody biomass,Increment
and litterfall, partitioned to stemsand branches.The woody biomassand stent biomassvalues
Include bark.,.

coniferous stands, respectively(Table IV; cf Fig. I which gives percentages
of the total increment including foliage). However, the estimatesof woody
litterfall were highly variable, and no significant relationship could be found
between the percentageof above-groundwoody increment taken by stems
and stand age, basalarea, height, or total wood increment per hectare.
The carbon budget of Linder and Axelsson (1982) for 20-year-oldPinus
sylvestrisin Sweden(Fig. 7) suggestedthat the stems(excluding the branches)
took only about 40% of the net, and about 28% of the gross (including
respiration) carbon allocated to -above-groundwoody pans, irrespective of
treatment. (Stems on untreated and treated trees increased by 0-88 and
3-16t ha yr-1, respectively.)
It is often assumedthat, becauseinter-tree competition suppressesbranch
growth, there is a corresponding increasein carbon partitioning to stems.
However, the evidencefor this fact in widely spacedor conventionallythinned
forest standsis rather weak (seeagetrends in Fig. 12). The clearestevidence
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comesfrom studieson very closely planted stands.Thus, in studieson closely
spaced poplars, it was shown that the proportion of above-groundwoody
increment taken by stems increasedwith increasingpopulation density, and
this proportion increasedwith increasinginter-tree competition from the first
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FIGURE

to the secondyear of growth (Fig. 13). Satooand Madgwick (1982)reported
increasedpartitioning to stems in standsof Pinus dettsifiorawith over 2,500
stems ha-1, and Madgwick (1981) found that more dry matter was allocated
to stems in Pinus radiala planted with over 6,000 trees ha', comparedwith
standsat wider spacing(2,500 trees ha', Madgwick et al. 1977; 1,500trees
ha', Forrest & Ovingion 1970;see Fig. 12).
Genetic differences in branchinessare well known, and there are now
severalstudies in which they have beenquantified in terms of the proportion
of stem- to branchwood in the standing biomass.-In young or small trees,
which have not yet shedbranches,theseproportions may satisfactorilyreflect
differences in dry matter partitioning (Fig. I4A), but in larger trees these
proportions may be confounded with differences in branch retention (Fig.
14B)..Nevertheless, there are clearly very large differences in stem/branch
partitioning within species, which could be exploited to greatly increase
stemwoodproduction per unit of foliage on young trees(Cannell et a). 1984;
Ford, Karki & Tigerstedt, and Dickmann, this volume).

VII.

CONCLUSIONS

The purposeof this review was to highlight the opportunities to increasetree
crop yields by altering dry matter partitioning. In trees yielding vegetative
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FIGURE 14. Genetic variation within pine species in the proportion of standing woody
biomass in the stems (with bark), expressed as a percentage of the total above-ground
woody biomass (stems and branches with bark).
• l'icea sitclzensisclones, aged 8 (Cannell et aL 1984).
• l'inus contorta clones, aged 8 (Cannel] et al. 1984).
0 Pinus virginiona half-sib families, aged 8 (Matthews et al. 1975).
Pinus tacda half-sib families, aged 14 (van Buijtenen 1979).
fl Pinus elhotti clones, aged 7-11 (van Buijtenen 1979).

products, the main opportunities seem to be to increase (a) the proportion of
dry matter defined as yield, (b) the long-term foliage/fine root equilibrium,
by altering the parameters in Equation 2, and (c) stem/branch partitioning in
timber trees. There would seem to be less opportunity to substantially alter
wood/foliage partitioning, although we know very little about what controls
this, or how to lessen the high cost of the removal of vegetative pans. kn fruit
trees which are capable of a high fruit set every year, yields seem to be limited
ultimately by root growth and nutrient supply.
It became clear, while writing this review, that our thinking on partitioning
in tree crops could be very misleading if it is renricted to the ideas of harvest
index and harvest increment of above-ground parts. In both management and
genetic studies, we need more information on the total integrated carbon and
nutrient budgets of whole trees over time.
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